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WE ARE FAMILY

“At Home” at Camp!

www.baycliff.org

It’s a bit like the Brady Bunch and a lot
like the Walton’s. A cabin of kids at Bay
Cliff is very much like a family... a very
big and rambunctious family!
The feeling of belonging to something
bigger than yourself begins the
moment you cross through the camp
gate. Fifteen year old Amy arrives and
suddenly has five or six “sisters” in her
teen cabin of the girls’ unit. Or, 8 year
old Danny finds he is sharing a cabin
with 5 other boys who also use power
wheelchairs. Somewhere in the course
of the summer, these cabinmates
become more than just friends. They
become family.
Evelyn, Cathlyn and Yasmin – “Camp Sisters” and Friends Forever!
The family dynamics are seen in the
day-to-day experiences of camp. Just
around the family dinner table. Home-cooked meals are served
like moms and dads who awaken their children each morning,
in family-size bowls and platters as the counselor and campers
the cabin counselors take on a parental role and start the day.
sit at their cabin’s table. Other staff members fill in at each
There’s a mad rush as campers clamber out of bed to see who
table as the extended family. Manners are practiced, and as
gets to the bathroom first or dressed first. It’s an opportunity
the meal flows through its course, so does the chatter of conto practice skills learned in therapy. Beds are made, and the
versation. The day’s events are discussed, achievements in
cabin chores of sweeping, laundry duties, and cleaning are
therapy are shared, and plans for weekend campouts or activassigned. These busy morning routines start off a bustling day
ities are made. It’s a time to bond as a cabin group, but also as
of therapy, activity classes and camp fun!
a part of the entire camp family as we sing camp songs, cheer
at happy announcements, welcome visitors & guests, and celeThat sense of family grows as the morning continues with the
brate birthdays and special events. It’s one big happy family
entire camp gathering as family around the flag pole to honor
joined in song or a “dancing dismissal” as we exit the Big
the values of our country. Cabins take turns each day raising
House!
the American flag, the Bay Cliff flag, and leading the Pledge of
Allegiance. The flag ceremony is a solemn occasion in which
The sense of family remains embedded even when camp has
everyone participates to start the day and in the evening retirended. Everyone who crosses through the gate - camper, staff,
ing the flags when day is done.
or volunteer, has been touched by that influence and realizes
they are part of the larger Bay Cliff family - those who have
Nowhere is that family feeling more intensified than in the Big
come before, those who will follow, and those who support
House... the camp home! It is home to nearly 300 campers and
camp. When and wherever Bay Cliffers come together, it’s a
staff three times a day when the camp comes together to share
a meal. No cafeteria line, dining in the Big House is like sitting
family reunion - like coming home.

Bay Cliff’s Campership Appeal...
Your Help is Needed!

Thank you to our friends who have
contributed to the 2012 Campership
Appeal. We are encouraged by your
generosity!
The past few years have been very difficult
financially. Revenues have fallen and
expenses
have risen.
While we
have made
significant reductions
in staff, program and
facility expenses, a substantial increase in
donations is needed to
avoid a financial deficit
of over $120,000. If you
haven’t yet made a gift
to the Appeal, we hope
you will consider a
generous donation.
All funds donated
“You can help dreams come
true by supporting the Bay
Cliff Campership Appeal.
Your gift will enable us to provide necessary therapy, in a
healthy environment, so children with disabilities can live
to their fullest capacity. This
would allow a child to improve their skills or perhaps
even talk or walk for the first time. Please join us to help
our children fulfill their wildest dreams!”
Robert “Buzz” Berube, D.D.S.
Bay Cliff Board Member, Marquette, MI
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through the Campership Appeal will be used specifically for the Children’s Summer Therapy program. Your
donation will help provide daily therapy, medical and
dental care, food and lodging, camp activities and 24
hour care and supervision—all part of a typical day!
The cost to serve and care for a child with disabilities at
Bay Cliff is $120 for a full 24 hour day. Parents contribute
what they can afford. This leaves a significant cost that
is funded by many generous individuals who believe in
Bay Cliff and the futures of the children we serve. All
gifts to Bay Cliff, of any amount, are important and very
appreciated. Working together we can meet the needs
of the children.
We hope you will join us and make a gift or pledge to
the Campership Appeal. We also encourage you to visit
us at www.baycliff.org to learn more about Bay Cliff and
how your support makes a difference.
On behalf of the children who are pursuing their hopes
and dreams for the future ... Thank you!

“Sponsor a Camper”

Consider sponsoring a full campership ($6000) for
a child to attend Bay Cliff. It is a wonderful way for
family, friends, organizations, alumni or an individual
to support the children. Contact Bay Cliff for more
information.

...Will You Join Us?

CARING FOR THE FAMILY

Reflections from the Camp Doctor - Michael Nidiffer, MD
It has been said that Bay Cliff is a place where dreams come
true. As I reflect on my years at Bay Cliff, I cannot help but
be filled with the deepest sense of gratitude that one of my
dreams came true in the great opportunity I have had to be
part of the Bay Cliff Family.
Bay Cliff is a truly special place for very special persons. It is
a place where children and youth with a variety of health conditions can feel at home and accepted, receive needed therapy from a very dedicated staff, make great friends, have a
tremendous amount of fun, learn skills that will last a lifetime, learn how to cope with their health challenges, discover their unique gifts and talents, and where they often realize
their deepest dreams and even do things about which they
had not yet dreamed. Their daily struggles, courage, and
determination are a constant source of inspiration and a wonderful example of the best of the human spirit which is one
of the chief ingredients of the Bay Cliff Spirit.
There is a special spirit at Bay Cliff; and, to use a medical analogy, it is highly contagious and infects all who are involved
whether camper or staff. It is the spirit that helps a camper
carry the load of whatever disability they may have with a
smile, that infects a teen with the intense desire to walk independently for the first time in years after having surgery, that
encourages another teen to manually power their wheel
chair unassisted up the pathway from the
beach, that motivates a youth with spina
bifida or cerebral palsy to score that goal in
the “Crutch Club” championship soccer
game, that inspires a camper to help
another, to bring joy to others at the

unit shows and the 4th of July parade, to learn their manners
and respect for others, and to demonstrate a unique, powerful presence as they stand silently at flag each day.
It has been a great joy and privilege to be the Bay Cliff camp
physician since 1976; and although my efforts for Bay Cliff are
all on a volunteer basis, the personal and professional rewards
of being part of an organization that does so much for those
whom it serves are incalculable. I am reminded of two words
that a young camper with cerebral palsy who had been to the
health cottage a bit more than average said to me as he was
preparing to leave at the end of the season. It took great
effort on his part because it was very difficult for him to formulate his words so I knew they really came from his heart:
“Thank You.” It doesn’t get any better than that! And thanks
to all of you who in some way contribute to the wonderful
mission of Bay Cliff.
In the words of one of the songs frequently sung in the Big
House after meals: “At Bay Cliff, the days are beautiful... at
Bay Cliff, the trees are tall,
And we have so much
fun together... I like
Bay Cliff most
of all.”

Dr. Mike

“

There is a special spirit at Bay Cliff.

”

—Dr. Michael Nidiffer, M.D.

It takes a family...
"We are blessed to live in the
Upper Peninsula and have a
place as wonderful as Bay Cliff.
It is so inspiring to see the children working hard to improve
in their abilities and overcome
challenges. I am grateful for
the opportunity to be helpful
to Bay Cliff. It makes such an
important difference for the
children!"

John Prince
Marquette, MI.
Bay Cliff Board Member,
Volunteer, Donor

“When we first came to camp in
1975, we were far from home, and
felt quite alone. Bay Cliff took us
in and treated us like we’d always
been family! Now we treat the
children at camp as if they are
part of our family. What could be
more important or satisfying than
helping family when you are
really needed?”

Dr. Bud & Kris Kipka
Marquette, MI. Bay Cliff
Dental Clinic Coordinators,
Volunteers, Donors

“Our family has been involved
with the Bay Cliff family for three
generations. We have seen an
evolution from a camp providing
needed nutritious meals to
undernourished children, to treating polio survivors, to its current
role as a children’s therapy center. We are proud of our longterm association with Bay Cliff,
and look forward to the future as
it continues to help people with
their unique and special needs.”

Joan and Don Miller
Marquette, MI.
Volunteers, Donors

“I first learned about Bay Cliff
in 1960 when my daughter was
12 years old and needed help
with her speech. The program
helped her very much. I
strongly encourage others to
give their children this chance.
I have a mission to help Bay
Cliff Health Camp to continue
to help handicapped children
in the Upper Peninsula, the
entire State of Michigan and
beyond.”

Luke Alexander
Marquette, MI.
Summer Camp Counselor/
Unit Leader, Volunteer, Donor

“Bay Cliff is a home away from
home. It is a life giving experience. The campers love to
come to therapy, know what
they want, and are willing to
work hard without complaint.
It is a pleasure to see a child
realize the power of their
dreams coming true.”

Denise Denholm
Evanston, IL.
Summer Camp Physical Therapist,
Volunteer, Donor

Dorothy Hoholik
Manistique, MI.
Bay Cliff County Committee
Chairperson, Community
Fundraiser, Parent,
Volunteer, Donor

“Bay Cliff is a special place
that has made a difference in
my life, as a boy with polio,
an adult with post polio and
as a volunteer. At Bay Cliff I
have learned that I am not
alone with my challenges.
Bay Cliff is a place where we
can overcome our challenges
together. A place where you
feel like family.”

“To describe Bay Cliff in one
word, “AMAZING”! As a parent, I cannot recommend this
camp enough. I’m sure there
are parents who are unsure of
letting go of their child for a 7
week period, but the gain in
friendships, accomplishments
and self-confidence that these
children acquire during that
time is priceless.”

Jennifer Lundstrom
Sault Ste. Marie, MI.
Parent, Volunteer, Donor

“At Bay Cliff, the campers
and staff all learn from each
other. I have experienced
the personal growth that
occurs in everyone over a single summer. To me, Bay Cliff
means there is a hope-filled
future for the world.”

The children at camp become very close... just like family! Bay Cliff also has a large and growing extended family that
includes: campers, parents, staff, volunteers, donors, and everyone who believes in the goodness of this special place.
It takes the whole “Family,” working together, to make Bay Cliff successful!

Greg Ramme
Bessemer, MI.
Former Camper,
Volunteer, Donor

...To make Bay Cliff successful!
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information.

...Will You Join Us?

Remember Bay Cliff
in Your Will

A gift through your will is one of the most meaningful legacies
you can provide for your family and to Bay Cliff. Your will
allows you to provide for your loved ones after your death, and
also is an opportunity to make a wonderful difference for the
children to pursue their hopes and dreams for the future.
Your gift to Bay Cliff may be expressed in these words:
I give and bequeath the sum of $__________
(or ___% of my estate) to Bay Cliff Health Camp
for its most important priorities.
More specific instructions may also be provided regarding
your gift. If you would like to learn more about will and
bequest opportunities, or if you would like to meet with a Bay
Cliff representative, please contact Bay Cliff Health Camp at
(906) 345-9314 or baycliff@baycliff.org.

Our Mission

For seventy-nine years, Bay Cliff’s primary mission has been to improve
the lives of children with physical disabilities. Today, Bay Cliff is a therapy
and wellness center serving children
with every kind of orthopedic,
speech, hearing and visual disability.
Through an intensive summer program of daily therapy
and traditional camp activities, children learn to become
more independent and are inspired to believe in themselves and their potential.
Bay Cliff is a place where special children of all abilities
are able to pursue their hopes and dreams!

Good Stewardship

Managing Resources Responsibly!

Additional Ways to Give

7.1% Administration

Development/Endowment Fund

Bay Cliff Health Camp also has a fund that provides long-term
investment funds for the camp's program and facility needs.
If you would like more information on making a planned gift
by will or bequest, memorial, life insurance, annuity or other
special gift, please contact the camp office.

7.7% Fundraising

Building and Facility Projects

Bay Cliff is tremendously grateful to the more than 2,000
donors who have helped us to make major renovations to the
camp facilities. While much has been accomplished, we are
still seeking gifts for several remaining important building projects. We would be pleased to provide more information if you
wish to help!

85.2% Program
Percentages from 2011 Bay Cliff Audit

Upcoming Bay Cliff
Winter Programs

December 28, 2012 Christmas/New Year Open House
Bay Cliff Big House

February 14-17, 2013 Winter Blast

Winter camp for adults with disabilities

March 1-3, 2013

Snow Days

Winter camp for children with disabilities

Bay Cliff Health Camp

P.O. Box 310, Big Bay, MI 49808 • (906) 345-9314 • baycliff@baycliff.org • www.baycliff.org • www.facebook.com/baycliff
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